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Operating System In Bca Question Papers
In this brilliantly researched expos, 'communications Rottweiler' Sharon Beder blasts
open the backrooms and boardrooms to reveal how the international corporate elite
dictate global politics for their own benefit. Beder shows how they created business
associations and think tanks in the 1970s to drive public policy, forced the worldwide
privatization and deregulation of public services in the 1980s and 1990s (enabling a
massive transfer of ownership and control over essential services) and, still not
satisfied, have worked relentlessly since the late 1990s to rewrite the very rules of the
global economy to funnel wealth and power into their pockets. Want a globalized and
homogenized world of conflict, poverty and massive environmental degradation run by
a corporate oligarchy that wipes its feet on democracy? Or a democratic world, where
poverty is history, companies work for people and clean water is a right, not a privilege
you pay for? Beders message is clear - its your world, and its time to fight for it.
The book Operating System by Rohit Khurana is an insightful work that elaborates on
fundamentals as well as advanced topics of the discipline. It offers an in-depth
coverage of concepts, design and functions of an operating system irrespective of the
hardware used. With illustrations and examples the aim is to make the subject crystal
clear and the book extremely student-friendly. The book caters to undergraduate
students of most Indian universities, who would find subject matter highly informative
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and enriching. Tailored as a guide for self-paced learning, it equips budding system
programmers with the right knowledge and expertise. The book has been revised to
keep pace with the latest technology and constantly revising syllabuses. Thus, this
edition has become more comprehensive with the inclusion of several new topics. In
addition, certain sections of the book have been thoroughly revised. Key Features •
Case studies of Unix, Linux and Windows to put theory concepts into practice • A crisp
summary for recapitulation with each chapter • A glossary of technical terms •
Insightful questions and model test papers to prepare for the examinations New in this
Edition • More types of operating system, like PC and mobile; Methods used for
communication in client-server systems. • New topics like: Thread library; Thread
scheduling; Principles of concurrency, Precedence graph, Concurrency conditions and
Sleeping barber problem; Structure of page tables, Demand segmentation and Cache
memory organization; STREAMS; Disk attachment, Stable and tertiary storage, Record
blocking and File sharing; Goals and principles of protection, Access control matrix,
Revocation of access rights, Cryptography, Trusted systems, and Firewalls.
A major concern of all decision makers has been to ensure that there are clear benefits
from transport investment proposals. The travel time savings are clear, but the wider
economic developments have presented enormous difficulty in terms of both theoretical
arguments and empirical evidence. This book reviews the history of the debate and
argues that the agenda has changed. These issues are presented together with a major
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analytical investigation of macroeconomic models, evaluation in transport and
microeconomic approaches. The final part of the book presents a series of case studies
for road, rail and airport investment schemes, particularly focusing on the economic
development aspects.
Our 1000+ Object Oriented Programming Questions and Answers focuses on all areas
of Object Oriented Programming subject covering 100+ topics in Object Oriented
Programming. These topics are chosen from a collection of most authoritative and best
reference books on Object Oriented Programming. One should spend 1 hour daily for
15 days to learn and assimilate Object Oriented Programming comprehensively. This
way of systematic learning will prepare anyone easily towards Object Oriented
Programming interviews, online tests, Examinations and Certifications. Highlights Ø
1000+ Basic and Hard Core High level Multiple Choice Questions & Answers in Object
Oriented Programming with Explanations. Ø Prepare anyone easily towards Object
Oriented Programming interviews, online tests, Government Examinations and
certifications. Ø Every MCQ set focuses on a specific topic in Object Oriented
Programming. Ø Specially designed for IBPS IT, SBI IT, RRB IT, GATE CSE, UGC
NET CS, PROGRAMMER and other IT & Computer Science related Exams. Who
should Practice these Operating Systems Questions? Ø Anyone wishing to sharpen
their skills on Object Oriented Programming. Ø Anyone preparing for aptitude test in
Object Oriented Programming. Ø Anyone preparing for interviews (campus/off-campus
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interviews, walk-in interview and company interviews) Ø Anyone preparing for entrance
examinations and other competitive examinations. Ø All – Experienced, Freshers and
Students. OOPs Basic Concepts
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------7
Classes-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11
Objects----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------15 OOPs
Features-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------19
Polymorphism -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------23
Encapsulation--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------29
Abstraction-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------34
Constructors ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------38
Types of Constructors----------------------------------------------------------------------------43
Copy Constructor---------------------------------------------------------------------------------48
Overloading Constructors-----------------------------------------------------------------------52
Execution of Constructor or Destructor ----------------------------------------------------57
Destructors-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------61
Access Specifiers- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------66
Private Access Specifiers -----------------------------------------------------------------------70
Protected Access Specifiers--------------------------------------------------------------------76
Public Access Specifier --------------------------------------------------------------------------82
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Data Members ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------87
Member Functions-------------------------------------------------------------------------------91 Local
Class------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------95 Nested
Class ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------99 Passing and
Returning Object with Functions--------------------------------------------104 Object
Reference--------------------------------------------------------------------------------109 Memory
Allocation of Object-----------------------------------------------------------------114 Object
Use-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------124 Abstract
Class-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------128 Template
Class------------------------------------------------------------------------------------132 Base
Class------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------137 Derived
Class--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------141 Class Use
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------145
Inheritance----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------149
Types of Inheritance----------------------------------------------------------------------------153
Single Level Inheritance------------------------------------------------------------------------158
Multilevel Inheritance--------------------------------------------------------------------------164
Multiple Inheritance----------------------------------------------------------------------------169
Hierarchical Inheritance------------------------------------------------------------------------178
Virtual Functions --------------------------------------------------------------------------------182
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Abstract Function--------------------------------------------------------------------------------186
Types of Member Functions------------------------------------------------------------------190
Member Operator Function------------------------------------------------------------------194
Overloading Member Functions-------------------------------------------------------------199
Overriding Member Functions---------------------------------------------------------------204
Constant Member Functions-----------------------------------------------------------------209
Private Member Functions--------------------------------------------------------------------213
Public Member Functions --------------------------------------------------------------------217
Exception Handling-----------------------------------------------------------------------------222
Catching Class Types---------------------------------------------------------------------------227
Static Data Members---------------------------------------------------------------------------231 Static
Member Functions---------------------------------------------------------------------236 Passing
Object to Functions------------------------------------------------------------------240 Returning
Objects-------------------------------------------------------------------------------245 Assigning
Objects -------------------------------------------------------------------------------249 Pointer to
Objects-------------------------------------------------------------------------------254 This
Pointer---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------259 Default
Arguments------------------------------------------------------------------------------263 Constructors
Overloading---------------------------------------------------------------------267
Upcasting------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------271
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Downcasting--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------276 New
Operator------------------------------------------------------------------------------------280 Delete
Operator----------------------------------------------------------------------------------284 Automatic
Variable------------------------------------------------------------------------------288 Extern Variable
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------292 Inbuilt
Classes------------------------------------------------------------------------------------297 IO Class
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------301 String
Class----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------305
This monograph on integrated computer systems is one in a series of monographs
published by the Expert Systems on Artificial Intelligence Committee of the ASCE
Technical Council on Computer Practices. The purpose of the monograph series is to
address issues in the use of expert system technology in civil engineering problem
solving. Many of the publications and tools available to implement expert systems are
generalized environments. The application of these environments is best achieved with
an understanding of how others have succeeded or failed in using them to solve
problems in the civil engineering domain. ,EM>Expert Systems for Civil Engineers:
Integration Issues, broadens the scope of the monograph series from a focus on expert
systems to a more general use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques. The scope is
also broadened by considering integration of computer programs more generally, rather
than only on combining expert systems with other packages. The reason for expanding
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the scope of the series is to consider the role of AI in civil engineering computer
environments rather than being limited to the implementation of expert systems. This
follows a general trend in research and practice, to find the right tool for the problem
being addressed, rather than to a priori assume an expert system approach. This report
specifically describes the technical and pragmatic issues in developing integrated or
distributed computer systems in which AI techniques are used and how these issues
were resolved in civil engineering research and practice.
Our 1500+ Computer Architecture Questions and Answers focuses on all areas of
Computer Architecture subject covering 100+ topics in Computer Architecture. These
topics are chosen from a collection of most authoritative and best reference books on
Computer Architecture. One should spend 1 hour daily for 15 days to learn and
assimilate Computer Architecture comprehensively. This way of systematic learning will
prepare anyone easily towards Computer Architecture interviews, online tests,
Examinations and Certifications. Highlights ? 1500+ Basic and Hard Core High level
Multiple Choice Questions & Answers in Computer Architecture with Explanations. ?
Prepare anyone easily towards Computer Architecture interviews, online tests,
Government Examinations and certifications. ? Every MCQ set focuses on a specific
topic in Computer Architecture. ? Specially designed for IBPS IT, SBI IT, RRB IT, GATE
CSE, UGC NET CS, KVS PGT CS, PROGRAMMER and other IT & Computer Science
related Exams. Who should Practice these Computer ArchitectureQuestions? ? Anyone
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wishing to sharpen their skills on Computer Architecture. ? Anyone preparing for
aptitude test in Computer Architecture. ? Anyone preparing for interviews (campus/offcampus interviews, walk-in interviews) ? Anyone preparing for entrance examinations
and other competitive examinations. ? All – Experienced, Freshers and Students.
???11?,???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????.
?????Linux ?????UNIX ??????????????????????Linux C ??????????Linux ?UNIX
????????????????????Linux ????????????DBM?MySQL???????Linux ??????X ????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Linux?????????Linux
????????????????????????????????????
Our 1000+ Relational Database Management System Questions and Answers focuses on all
areas of Relational Database Management System subject covering 60+ topics in Relational
Database Management System. These topics are chosen from a collection of most
authoritative and best reference books on Relational Database Management System. One
should spend 1 hour daily for 15 days to learn and assimilate Relational Database
Management System comprehensively. This way of systematic learning will prepare anyone
easily towards Relational Database Management System interviews, online tests,
Examinations and Certifications. Highlights Ø 1000+ Basic and Hard Core High level Multiple
Choice Questions & Answers in Relational Database Management System with Explanations.
Ø Prepare anyone easily towards Relational Database Management System interviews, online
tests, Government Examinations and certifications. Ø Every MCQ set focuses on a specific
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topic in Relational Database Management System. Ø Specially designed for IBPS IT, SBI IT,
RRB IT, GATE CSE, UGC NET CS, KVS PGT CS, PROGRAMMER and other IT & Computer
Science related Exams. Who should Practice these Relational Database Management System
Questions? Ø Anyone wishing to sharpen their skills on Relational Database Management
System. Ø Anyone preparing for aptitude test in Relational Database Management System. Ø
Anyone preparing for interviews (campus/off-campus interviews, walk-in interviews) Ø Anyone
preparing for entrance examinations and other competitive examinations. Ø All – Experienced,
Freshers and Students.
specially designed for the B.C.A./B.Tech. (Computer Science and Engineering)/ M.C.A./ M.Sc.
(Computer Science) students of the U.P. Technical University, Lucknow, Indira Gandhi
National Open University, New Delhi, DOEACC B Level students and for other Indian &
Worldwide Universities.Salient Features,The language of book is simple and easy to
understand.Solutions of all important questions related to the Operating System are covered
with simple illustrations,Includes model questions with solutions of U.P. Technical
University.Includes last year papers of U.P. Technical University and Indira Gandhi National
Open University.Contains complete case study of Unix and Linux Operating Systems in
simplest words.Covers most of the important algorithms of Operating System.
This book is designed for Computer Science students taking their GATE, GRE and other
competitive examinations, e.g. examinations for Public Sector Undertakings and placement
examinations for software firms. It can also act as a powerful self-evaluation tool for the
students of Computer Science and Engineering, MCA, B.Sc.(Computer Science), BCA and
PGDCA. Updated With: Inclusion of a new chapter on Oracle covering SQL, PL/SQL,
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SQL*Plus, Reports and Forms.Expanded coverage of Principles of Programming Languages,
Mathematical Foundation of Computer Science, Operating Systems and Data Structures.Over
280 new exercises and updated problems.A hundred more explanations to exercise-answers.
Key Features: Over 1950 Multiple-Choice Questions to fully arm the student for competitive
exminations.Includes answers to all questions.Provides a brief explanation for 620 choosen
tricky questions.Includes questions from previous years' papers of the GATE examination,
GRE's subject test in Computer Science and questions from the screening tests conducted by
organisations for placement.Question paper of GATE 2005 included.
Three international leaders in public procurement law fully explain how the procurement award
process must be managed to achieve its goals in global market economy.
For the Students of B.E. / B.Tech., M.E. / M.Tech. & BCA / MCA It is indeed a matter of great
encouragement to write the Third Edition of this book on ';Operating Systems - A Practical
Approach' which covers the syllabi of B.Tech./B.E. (CSE/IT), M.Tech./M.E. (CSE/IT),
BCA/MCA of many universities of India like Delhi University, GGSIPU Delhi, UPTU Lucknow,
WBUT, RGPV, MDU, etc.
This is a revised edition of the eight years old popular book on operating System Concepts. In
Addition to its previous contents, the book details about operating system foe handheld
devices like mobile platforms. It also explains about upcoming operating systems with have
interface in various Indian language. In addition to solved exercises of individual chapters, the
revised version also presents a question bank of most frequently asked questions and their
solutions. Value addition has been done in almost all the 14 chapters of the book.
??????????????? ??????C++11?? ?????C++11??????????????????C++???????????????????
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?C++ Primer, 5th
Edition ????????????C++???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ????&?????
????????C++11??????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????C++11???? ????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????C++?????????C++????
????????????????????????????????????C++?????????? #???? GOTOP .
Our 1500+ Operating Systems questions and answers focuses on all areas of Operating
Systems subject covering 100+ topics in Operating Systems. These topics are chosen from a
collection of most authoritative and best reference books on Operating Systems. One should
spend 1 hour daily for 15 days to learn and assimilate Operating Systems comprehensively.
This way of systematic learning will prepare anyone easily towards Operating Systems
interviews, online tests, examinations and certifications. You can watch basic Operating
Systems video lectures by visiting our YouTube channel IT EXAM GURUJI. Highlights
------------ ? 1500+ Basic and Hard Core High level Multiple Choice Questions & Answers in
Operating Systems with explanations. ? Prepare anyone easily towards Operating Systems
interviews, online tests, Government Examinations and certifications. ? Every MCQ set focuses
on a specific topic in Operating Systems. Who should Practice these Operating Systems
Questions? ? Anyone wishing to sharpen their skills on Operating Systems. ? Anyone
preparing for aptitude test in Operating Systems. ? Anyone preparing for interviews
(campus/off-campus interviews, walk-in interview & company interviews) ? Anyone preparing
for entrance examinations and other competitive examinations. ? All – Experienced, Freshers
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and Students. Inside- ------- Operating System Basics
-----------------------------------------------------------------------6 Processes
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 8 Process Control
Block--------------------------------------------------------------------------10 Process Scheduling
Queues----------------------------------------------------------------- 12 Process
Synchronization----------------------------------------------------------------------15 Process
Creation------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 17 Inter Process
Communication---------------------------------------------------------------19 Remote Procedure
Calls-----------------------------------------------------------------------21 Process
Structures------------------------------------------------------------------------------23 CPU
Scheduling----------------------------------------------------------------------------------26 CPU Scheduling
Benefits----------------------------------------------------------------------28 CPU Scheduling Algorithms I
--------------------------------------------------------------- 31 CPU Scheduling Algorithms II
---------------------------------------------------------------34 Critical Section (CS) Problem and Solutions--------------------------------------------37 Semaphores I
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------39 Semaphores II
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------43 The Classic Synchronization
Problems----------------------------------------------------46
Monitors------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------49 Atomic
Transactions---------------------------------------------------------------------------51 Deadlock
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------54 Deadlock
Prevention---------------------------------------------------------------------------56 Deadlock Avoidance
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------59 Deadlock Detection
----------------------------------------------------------------------------63 Deadlock
Recovery-----------------------------------------------------------------------------65 Memory Management
–Swapping Processes I -----------------------------------------67 Memory Management – Swapping
Processes II -------------------------------------- 70 Memory Management
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 73 Memory Allocation I
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 75 Memory Allocation II
--------------------------------------------------------------------------78 Paging – I
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------80 Paging – II
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------83
Segmentation------------------------------------------------------------------------------------86 I/O System –
Application I/O Interface – I -----------------------------------------------89 I/O System – Application I/O
Interface – II ----------------------------------------------92 I/O System – Kernel I/O Subsystems
------------------------------------------------------95 RTOS
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------97 Implementing RT
Operating Systems -----------------------------------------------------99 Implementing RT Operating
Systems ----------------------------------------------------101 Real Time CPU Scheduling – I
--------------------------------------------------------------103 Real Time CPU Scheduling – II
-------------------------------------------------------------106 Multimedia Systems
-------------------------------------------------------------------------108 Multimedia System – Compression
– I --------------------------------------------------110 Multimedia System – Compression –
II--------------------------------------------------113 Multimedia System – Compression –
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III-------------------------------------------------115 CPU and Disk Scheduling
-------------------------------------------------------------------117 Network Management
----------------------------------------------------------------------119 Security – User Authentication
-----------------------------------------------------------122 Security – Program and System
Threats-------------------------------------------------125 Security – Securing Systems and Facilities
---------------------------------------------129 Security – Intrusion Detection
------------------------------------------------------------132 Security – Cryptography
--------------------------------------------------------------------135 Secondary Storage
---------------------------------------------------------------------------137 Linux
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------139 Threads
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------141 User and Kernel
Threads -------------------------------------------------------------------143 Multi Threading Models
--------------------------------------------------------------------146 The Fork and exec System Calls
-----------------------------------------------------------148 Thread Cancellation
-------------------------------------------------------------------------150 Signal Handling
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------152 Thread Pools
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------155 Virtual Memory
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------157 Virtual Memory – Demand
Paging -------------------------------------------------------159 Page Replacement Algorithms – I-------------------------------------------------------162 Page Replacement Algorithms –
II--------------------------------------------------------165 Allocation of Frames
-------------------------------------------------------------------------168 Virtual Memory – Thrashing
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---------------------------------------------------------------171 File System Concepts
------------------------------------------------------------------------174 File System
Implementation----------------------------------------------------------------176 File System Interface
Access Methods – I-----------------------------------------------178 File System Interface Access
Methods – II----------------------------------------------180 File System Interface Directory Structure –
I-------------------------------------------182 File System Interface Directory Structure –
II------------------------------------------185 File System Interface Mounting and Sharing
------------------------------------------188 File System Interface Protection
----------------------------------------------------------191 File System ImplementationAllocation Methods
– I----------------------------------194 File System Implementation–Allocation Methods –
II-------------------------------197 File System Implementation–Allocation Methods –
III------------------------------200 File System Implementation – Performance -----------------------------------------203 File System Implementation – Recovery
-----------------------------------------------205 File System Implementation – Network File System
–I------------------------------207 File System Implementation – Network File System
–II---------------------------- 209 I/O Subsystem
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------211 Disk Scheduling –
I----------------------------------------------------------------------------213 Disk Scheduling –
II---------------------------------------------------------------------------215 Disk Management
----------------------------------------------------------------------------218 Swap Space Management
------------------------------------------------------------------220 RAID Structure –
I-----------------------------------------------------------------------------223 RAID Structure –
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II----------------------------------------------------------------------------226 Tertiary Storage
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------229 Protection – Access Matrix
-----------------------------------------------------------------231 Protection Concepts
-------------------------------------------------------------------------235 Security
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------237 Memory Protection
--------------------------------------------------------------------------239 Protection – Revocation of Access
Rights ----------------------------------------------242 Distributed Operating System
-------------------------------------------------------------245 Types & Resource Sharing ----------------------------------------------------------------247 D-OS Network Structure & Topology --------------------------------------------------250 Robustness of Distributed Systems
------------------------------------------------------252 Distributed File System –
I------------------------------------------------------------------254 Distributed File System –
II-----------------------------------------------------------------256 Distributed File System –
III----------------------------------------------------------------258 Distributed Coordination
-------------------------------------------------------------------260 Distributed Synchronization
---------------------------------------------------------------263
Operating System (A Practical App)S. Chand Publishing
Our 1000+ Software Engineering Questions and Answers focuses on all areas of Software
Engineering subject covering 100+ topics in Software Engineering. These topics are chosen
from a collection of most authoritative and best reference books on Software Engineering. One
should spend 1 hour daily for 15 days to learn and assimilate Software Engineering
comprehensively. This way of systematic learning will prepare anyone easily towards Software
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Engineering interviews, online tests, Examinations and Certifications. Highlights- Ø 1000+
Basic and Hard Core High level Multiple Choice Questions & Answers in Software Engineering
with Explanations. Ø Prepare anyone easily towards Software Engineering interviews, online
tests, Government Examinations and certifications. Ø Every MCQ set focuses on a specific
topic in Software Engineering. Ø Specially designed for IBPS IT, SBI IT, RRB IT, GATE CSE,
UGC NET CS, PROGRAMMER and other IT & Computer Science related Exams. Who should
Practice these Software Engineering Questions? Ø Anyone wishing to sharpen their skills on
Software Engineering. Ø Anyone preparing for aptitude test in Software Engineering. Ø
Anyone preparing for interviews (campus/off-campus walk-in interviews) Ø Anyone preparing
for entrance examinations and other competitive examinations. Ø All – Experienced, Freshers
and Students.

The full texts of Armed Services and othr Boards of Contract Appeals decisions on
contracts appeals.
The sixth edition of the highly acclaimed “Fundamentals of Computers” lucidly
presents how a computer system functions. Both hardware and software aspects of
computers are covered. The book begins with how numeric and character data are
represented in a computer, how various input and output units function, how different
types of memory units are organized, and how data is processed by the processor. The
interconnection and communication between the I/O units, the memory, and the
processor is explained clearly and concisely. Software concepts such as programming
languages, operating systems, and communication protocols are discussed. With
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growing use of wireless to access computer networks, cellular wireless communication
systems, WiFi (Wireless high fidelity), and WiMAX have become important. Thus it has
now become part of “fundamental knowledge” of computers and has been included.
Besides this, use of computers in multimedia processing has become commonplace
and hence is discussed. With the increase in speed of networks and consequently the
Internet, new computing environments such as peer to peer, grid, and cloud computing
have emerged and will change the future of computing. Hence a new chapter on this
topic has been included in this edition. This book is an ideal text for undergraduate and
postgraduate students of Computer Applications (BCA and MCA), undergraduate
students of engineering and computer science who study fundamentals of computers
as a core course, and students of management who should all know the basics of
computer hardware and software. It is ideally suited for working professionals who want
to update their knowledge of fundamentals of computers. Key features • Fully updated
retaining the style and all contents of the fifth edition. • In-depth discussion of both
wired and wireless computer networks. • Extensive discussion of analog and digital
communications. • Advanced topics such as multiprogramming, virtual memory, DMA,
RISC, DSP, RFID, Smart Cards, WiGig, GSM, CDMA, novel I/O devices, and
multimedia compression (MP3, MPEG) are described from first principles. • A new
chapter on Emerging Computing Environments, namely, peer to peer, grid, and cloud
computing, has been added for the first time in an entry level book. • Each chapter
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begins with learning goals and ends with a summary to aid self-study. • Includes an
updated glossary of over 340 technical terms used in the book.
Our 1500+ Computer Networks questions and answers focuses on all areas of
Computer Networks subject covering 100+ topics in Operating Systems. These topics
are chosen from a collection of most authoritative and best reference books on
Computer Networks. One should spend 1 hour daily for 15 days to learn and assimilate
Computer Networks comprehensively. This way of systematic learning will prepare
anyone easily towards Computer Networks interviews, online tests, examinations and
certifications. Highlights Ø 1500+ Basic and Hard Core High level Multiple Choice
Questions & Answers in Computer Networks with explanations. Ø Prepare anyone
easily towards Computer Networks interviews, online tests, Government Examinations
and certifications. Ø Every MCQ set focuses on a specific topic in Computer Networks.
Ø Specially designed for IBPS IT, SBI IT, RRB IT, GATE CSE, UGC NET CS,
PROGRAMMER and other IT & Computer Science related exams. Who should Practice
these Operating Systems Questions? Ø Anyone wishing to sharpen their skills on
Computer Networks. Ø Anyone preparing for aptitude test in Computer Networks. Ø
Anyone preparing for interviews (campus/off-campus interviews, walk-in interview and
company interviews) Ø Anyone preparing for entrance examinations and other
competitive examinations. Ø All – Experienced, Freshers and Students. Computer
Networks Basics --------------------------------------------------------------------6 Access
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Networks --------------------------------------------------------------------------------10 Reference
Models ------------------------------------------------------------------------------13 Physical Layer
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------17 Data Link Layer
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------19 Network Layer
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------21 Transport Layer
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------23 Topology
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------25 Multiplexing
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------27 Delays and Loss
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------29 Network Attacks
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------31 Physical Media
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------33 Packet Switching &
Circuit Switching -------------------------------------------------------35 Application Layer ------------------------------------------------------------------------------37 HTTP
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------41 HTTP &
FTP ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------44 FTP
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------46 SMTP
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------48
DNS--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------52 SSH
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------54 DHCP
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------56 IPSecurity
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------58 Virtual Private
Networks ----------------------------------------------------------------------60 SMI
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------63 SNMP
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------66 TELNET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------69 TCP
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------72 UDP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------77 AH and
ESP Protocols --------------------------------------------------------------------------80 Congestion
Control -----------------------------------------------------------------------------83 Virtual Circuit
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------86 ATM & Frame Relay
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------89 WWW
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------93 IPv4 &
Addressing -------------------------------------------------------------------------------95 IPv6 &
Addressing -------------------------------------------------------------------------------99 P2P
Applications --------------------------------------------------------------------------------103 ICMP
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------106 Transition
from IPV4 to IPV6 ----------------------------------------------------------------109 IPV4 and IPV6
Comparision ------------------------------------------------------------------111 Analyzing Subnet
Masks ----------------------------------------------------------------------114 Designing Subnet
Masks ----------------------------------------------------------------------117 IP Routing
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------121 RIP v1
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------125 RIP v2
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------128
Cryptography ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------131
PORTS ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------134
Socket Programming --------------------------------------------------------------------------137
Cookies --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------139 Web
Caching -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------142 Packet
Forwarding & Routing ---------------------------------------------------------------145 Security in
The Internet -----------------------------------------------------------------------147 OSPF
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------149 OSPF
Configuration ----------------------------------------------------------------------------152 Datagram
Networks ---------------------------------------------------------------------------156 Firewalls
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------159 Network
Management ------------------------------------------------------------------------162 Network
Utilities -------------------------------------------------------------------------------165 ETHERNET
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------167 WIRELESS LAN
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------169 INTERNET
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------171 BLUETOOTH
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------173 WiMax
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------175 SONET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------177 RTP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------179 RPC
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------181 Intrusion
Detection Systems ----------------------------------------------------------------183 PPP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------186 EIGRP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------189 STP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------191 600 MCQ
TEST YOURSELF- RANDOM EXERCISE -----------------------------------194-284
Gold mine of critical IT interview Q&A for freshers Description Are you a fresher looking
to pass your first IT interview and get your hands on that dream job of yours? This is
the best choice for you to make. By emphasizing on the importance of sufficient
preparation, this book will help aspirants prepare for the IT interview process. With this
practical hands-on guide, readers will not only learn industry-standard IT interview
practices and tips, but will also get curated, situation-specific, and timeline-specific
interview preparation techniques that will help them take a leap ahead of others in the
queue. This book includes sample questions asked by top IT companies while hiring
and the readers can expect a similar set of questions in their interview. The book also
offers hints on solving them as you move ahead, and each hint is customized similar to
how your actual interview is likely to progress. Whether you are planning to prepare for
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an interview through a semester for six months or preparing for just a weekend coding
competition, this book will have all the necessary information that will lead you to your
first successful job. This book is divided into numerous chapters including the topics
that deal with various aspects and stages of the entire interview process. It presents an
exhaustive question bank with special emphasis on practical scenarios and business
cases. The book describes the qualities an employer looks for in a potential employee
and will also help improve the aspirant’s understanding of the interview process. The
book begins with oft-asked sample interview questions on top data structures and
operating systems. Then it dives into the concepts and principles of OOPs. Next it
presents various interview questions on C/C++/Java programming along with database
management systems. The book will then take you through the methodologies and
processes of validation and testing, along with DevOps, Agile, Scrum, APIs, Microservices, and SOA. Finally, the book ends with a set of HR process interview questions
covering the best practices to answer interview questions. KEY FEATURES
Understand various best practices, principles, concepts, and guidelines Common
pitfalls to avoid during interviews Trending programming languages including Python
and R. Tools, best practices, techniques, and processes Methodologies and processes
for DevOps, microarchitecture, SDLC, APIs, SOA integration Best practices and
programming standards Holistic view of key concepts, principles, and best practices
WHAT WILL YOU LEARN This is a comprehensive book on IT interviews for aspirants
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with profiles ranging from freshers to experienced (up to four years’ experience) and
with different backgrounds such as BE, BCA, BSc, BCom, and MCA. This reference
guide for freshers has a double advantage: It will guide them for their interview and
discussions. It will help interview panels in selecting candidates for their practice/units
while bringing in standardization in the selection process. This book has more than five
hundred questions in eight domains, including a chapter on trending programming
languages (Python and R). It presents an exhaustive question bank with special
emphasis on practical scenarios and business cases. It covers all the key domains
including data structures, OOPs, DBMS, OS, methodologies and processes,
programming languages, and digital technologies. The book includes a section on
frameworks and methodologies for quality assurance and testing, DevOps, Agile,
Scrum, APIs, microservices, and SOA. Based on our experience, the assurance is that
at least 80% of the content will be discussed during a typical interview. The book also
has a section on pre- and post-interview preparations. The coverage is extensive in
terms of depth and breadth of domains addressed in the book. But it can be referred to
for selective reading as per the choice of domain. The book has more than a hundred
diagrams depicting various scenarios, models, and methodologies. WHO THIS BOOK
IS FOR Students: IT and other computer science streams Freshers from IT and
computer science institutes Programmers/Software engineers/Developers: 0–4 years’
experience Interview panels Table of Contents 1. Introduction 2. Written Test & Group
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Discussion 3. Interview Preparations 4. Data Structure & Algorithms 5. Operating
System 6. Object-oriented Programming (OOP) 7. C/C++ Programming 8. Java
Programming 9. Database Management System (DBMS) 10. Trending Programming
Languages: Python & R 11. Methodologies & Processes 12. HR Round
A basic guide to learn Design and Programming of operating system in depth
DESCRIPTION An operating system is an essential component of computers, laptops,
smartphones and any other devices that manages the computer hardware. This book is
a complete textbook that includes theory, implementation, case studies, a lot of review
questions, questions from GATE and some smart tips. Many examples and diagrams
are given in the book to explain the concepts. It will help increase the readability and
understand the concepts. The book is divided into 11 chapters. It describe the basics of
an operating system, how it manages the computer hardware, Application
Programming interface, compiling, linking, and loading. It talks about how
communication takes place between two processes, the different methods of
communication, the synchronization between two processes, and modern tools of
synchronization. It covers deadlock and various methods to handle deadlock. It also
describes the memory and virtual memory organization and management, file system
organization and implementation, secondary storage structure, protection and security.
KEY FEATURES Easy to read and understand Covers the topic in-depth Good
explanation of concepts with relevant diagrams and examples Contains a lot of review
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questions to understand the concepts Clarification of concepts using case studies The
book will help to achieve a high confidence level and thus ensure high performance of
the reader WHAT WILL YOU LEARN The proposed book will be very simple to read,
understand and provide sound knowledge of basic concepts. It is going to be a
complete book that includes theo implementation, case studies, a lot of review
questions, questions from GATE and some smart tips. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR BCA,
BSc (IT/CS), MTech (IT/CSE), BTech (CSE/IT), MBA (IT), MCA, BBA (CAM),
DOEACC, MSc (IT/CS/SE), MPhil, PGDIT, PGDBM. Table of Contents 1. Introduction
and Structure of an Operating System 2. Operating System Services 3. Process
Management 4. Inter Process Communication and Process Synchronization 5.
Deadlock 6. Memory Organization and Management 7. Virtual Memory Organization 8.
File System Organization and Implementation 9. Secondary Storage Structure 10.
Protection and Security 11. Case Study
Introduction To Java | Creating Compiling And Running A Java Program| Data Types
And Keywords In Java | Variables Operators And Control Statements | Basics Of
Object Oriented Programming | Scope, Accessspecifier And Some Special Keywords |
String And Stringbuffer Class| Java Input And Output | Java Utility Package | Java
Exception Handling | Java Applet Programming | Java Thread And Multithreading|
Abstract Window Toolkit | Swing And Jfc | Event Handling | Java Database Connectivity
| Java Networking | Remote Method Location| Servlet | Project: Student Record
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Keeping System
The book, now in its Fifth Edition, aims to provide a practical view of GNU/Linux and
Windows 7, 8 and 10, covering different design considerations and patterns of use. The
section on concepts covers fundamental principles, such as file systems, process
management, memory management, input-output, resource sharing, inter-process
communication (IPC), distributed computing, OS security, real-time and microkernel
design. This thoroughly revised edition comes with a description of an instructional OS
to support teaching of OS and also covers Android, currently the most popular OS for
handheld systems. Basically, this text enables students to learn by practicing with the
examples and doing exercises. NEW TO THE FIFTH EDITION • Includes the details on
Windows 7, 8 and 10 • Describes an Instructional Operating System (PintOS),
FEDORA and Android • The following additional material related to the book is
available at www.phindia.com/bhatt. o Source Code Control System in UNIX o XWindows in UNIX o System Administration in UNIX o VxWorks Operating System (full
chapter) o OS for handheld systems, excluding Android o The student projects o
Questions for practice for selected chapters TARGET AUDIENCE • BE/B.Tech
(Computer Science and Engineering and Information Technology) • M.Sc. (Computer
Science) BCA/MCA
??????????
???????????????????????????
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This book is useful for IGNOU BCA & MCA students. A perusal of past questions
papers gives an idea of the type of questions asked, the paper pattern and so on, it is
for this benefit, we provide these IGNOU MCS-041: Operating System Notes. Students
are advised to refer these solutions in conjunction with their reference books. It will help
you to improve your exam preparations. This book covers Introduction: Definition and
types of operating systems, Batch Systems, multi programming, time–sharing parallel,
distributed and real-time systems, Operating system structure, Operating system
components and services, System calls, system programs, Virtual machines. Process
Management: Process concept, Process scheduling, Cooperating processes, Threads,
Inter-process communication, CPU scheduling criteria, Scheduling algorithms, Multiple
processor scheduling, Real-time scheduling and Algorithm evaluation. Process
Synchronization and Deadlocks: The Critical-Section problem, synchronization
hardware, Semaphores, Classical problems of synchronization, Critical regions,
Monitors, Deadlocks-System model, Characterization, Deadlock prevention, Avoidance
and Detection, Recovery from deadlock, Combined approach to deadlock handling.
Storage management: Memory Management-Logical and Physical Address Space,
Swapping, Contiguous Allocation, Paging, Segmentation with paging, Virtual Memory,
Demand paging and its performance, Page replacement algorithms, Allocation of
frames, Thrashing, Page Size and other considerations, Demand segmentation. File
systems, secondary Storage Structure, File concept, access methods, directory
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implementation, Efficiency and performance, recovery, Disk structure, Disk scheduling
methods, Disk management, Recovery, Disk structure, disk scheduling methods, Disk
management, Swap-Space management, Disk reliability. Published by MeetCoogle
Aspirants preparing for various recruitment and competitive examinations require a
deep insight into the domain of General Knowledge and this book has been designed
accordingly so as to act as the most comprehensive book on General Knowledge. The
book contains 6250+ General Knowledge Questions asked in latest competitive
examinations such as UPSC, State PCS, CDS, NDA, Assistant Commandant, Bank
PO/Clerk, SSC and many other examinations.General Knowledge 6250+ Q provides a
comprehensive study of all the sections that are covered under the subject of General
Knowledge. The book has been divided into 6 sections – Indian History& Culture, World
Geography, Indian Polity, Indian Economy, General Science and General Knowledge
each containing theory. Figures, Graphics and Tables have been given along with the
theory wherever required. Important Notes & Tables are provided under the highlighted
box for the revision of important points. The History section covers Ancient India,
Medieval India, Modern India and Art & Culture, whereas the Geography section covers
world geography, Indian geography and Environment & Ecology. The General Science
section covers basics of Computer apart from Physics, Chemistry and Biology. Ample
number of solved questions including previous years’ questions asked in General
Knowledge section have been provided in the book.The Current Question Bank
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contains ample collection of current affairs questions to update the aspirants about the
latest events and happenings. This book will prove to be highly successful for SSC,
Railway, Bank (PO & Clerk), Army, Airforce, Navy and various other competitive and
recruitment examinations.Also the book contains ample number of solved questions
including previous years GK questions asked in various competitive and recruitment
examinations, it for sure will act the perfect book for studying General Knowledge.
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